
Target Dossier – Warlord Malisane Sadow

Target Name – Malisane Sadow
Species – Human
Age – Approximately 50 Years
Affiliation – Clan Naga Sadow, Dark Brotherhood
Position – 2nd Tier Unit Leader
Designation – Force User
Status – Alive

Target History

The target is a human male force user, who is one of the longer standing members of his 
own Clan. Until 37 ABY this individual was believed to be missing and possibly deceased 
or had broken all ties with the enemy. However he returned in that year and was 
subsequently appointed leader of one of the second tier units in Clan Naga Sadow and 
Military Governor of Aeotheran, the Orian System's most populous and valuable planet. 

Physical Description

See attached image. The target is of slightly average height and build. He appears to have
suffered intense damage and has serious physical scarring, notably on the left hand side 
of face and to a lesser extent across whole body. He is therefore reasonably easy to 
recognise and struggles to blend into a crowd unless masked or helmeted, which he 
usually is. 

Psychological Description 

Intelligence analysts regard the target as a loyalist to his faction, to the point of obsession, 



but something of a loner amongst his fellow members. He is believed to have serious trust 
issues and paranoid, which could be exploited. Though a unit leader he has a tendency to 
delegate command to his subordinate leaders and officers, who seem to either tolerate or 
fear him.

Observed Combat Style

The target appears to have a purely aggression based combat style, utilising both force 
attacks and conventional weaponry. They will initially attack using long range explosives, 
and then quickly close and attack the enemy, often without apparent regard for personal 
safety. The target will often launch themselves into groups of opponents, or at a single 
stronger one, initially using explosive or telekinetic attacks, using the initial shock to 
overwhelm  opponents with an aggressive lightsaber assault. This appears to be highly 
effective against weaker closely packed opponents. 
However it has been observed that the target will struggle against a single calmer and 
skilled opponent, if they can withstand the initial assault and counter attack exploiting 
weaknesses and gaps in the targets defence.

Conclusion

The target should be regarded as a priority for elimination. Though assessed as a mid 
range opponent, their position in the leadership of Clan Naga Sadow, and their status as a 
long serving member would help destabilize the enemy chain of command and provide a 
beneficial damage to the overall Clan's morale.


